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Detection area

IP65

<0.5W

0s/10s/30s/1min/5min/10min/30min/+∞

5.8GHz±75MHz

<0.3mW

Ret 12V；Black GND；White -；Yellow +

Max.12x15m(ceiling mounted) Max.20m(wall mounted)

-20°C~+60°C

Operating voltage

Output

Standby power

Hold-time

Stand-by period

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

10%/20%/30%/50%

<0.3mW

Stand-by dimming level

Microwave power

Control line

Max.15m(ceiling mounted) Mounting height

Detection range

Operating termperature

IP rating

10-15V DC

DIM 1-10V

25%/50%/75%/100%

5s/30s/1min/3min/5min/10min/20min/30min

Operating current 30mA±5%

Detection angle 30-150°

2Lux/10Lux/50Lux/Disable

15m

Detection area

Hold-time 

Daylight sensor

On/off control Stand-by 
dimming level

Remote control 
setting

Stand-by period

5
years

10-15M Highbay

Daylight threshold

Note: Motion sensor setting and dimming setting please refer to remote control  HD02R.
HD06VCRH Standard Version Cable Length 60mm(Can be customized).
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 Hold time  Stand-by period

With sufficient daylight, even when 
motion detected, light remains OFF. 

With insufficient daylight, when 
motion detected, light ON. 

After last detection, the light will be 
dimmed down to the stand-by 
dimming level(10%,20%,30% or 
50%) after holdtime.

After the stand-by period, light OFF.
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Application04 Function Demo - Dimmable control/Corridor function

02 Mechanical structure(mm)
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Detection coverage

3m

20m

Ceiling Mounted
Wall Mounted
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Wiring the motion sensor to the high bay dimming wires 

Connect the bracket to the fixtures with the screws included. The motion sensor mounts on the bracket 

and connect the wires as followed: 

Sensor High Bay Dimming Wires 

Red wire Black/White wire 

Black Wire and White Wire Grey wire 

Yellow Wire Purple Wire 

Plug in High Bay – if motion sensor is hooked up properly, you should see it go bright, and then dim 

Using the Remote Control to configure the Motion Sensor 

Add 2 AAA batteries to the remote control 

Turn on remote control – click On/Off 

Click Auto Mode 

Click SC1, SC2, SC3 or SC4. Refer to remote control documentation. This is a good start to setting up the 

high bay to do what you want. You can alter each of the settings individually if you are looking for other 

results. We recommend SC2 as a good start. Here is what SC2 does: 

1. Detection Area is 100% 

2. Hold Time is 5 min 

3. Daylight threshold is about 1 fc 

4. Stand By Period is 10 min 

5. Stand By Dimming Level is 10% 
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Here is a brief description of what the remote-control setting means. 

Detection Area: 100% is widest area of detection, 25% is narrowest. If you’re motion sensor is picking 

up motion it shouldn’t, consider a narrower pattern. 

Hold Time: the amount of time the light stays bright until the last motion is detected. 

Stand By Dimming Level - if no motion, this is how much the light dims to. Please note, our lights are 1-

10V dimmable drivers, which means the dimmest it will get to is 10%. The only way to turn off the lights 

is by using the light switch on the wall. 

Stand By Dimming Period – theoretically, this could turn off the lights. Because our lights are 1-10V, the 

light will not dim any further than 10%. So if you have set the Stand By Dim Level to 10%, you should not 

expect it to see the light dim any further. If you set the Stand By Dim Levels to 50%, then the light will 

initially dim to 50%, then after this dimming period, dim further to 10%. 

Daylight threshold – we recommend you disable this by clicking the disable button. This works in 

conjunction with daylight levels with sun light entering the room. If you feel comfortable setting it, just 

be aware the results might not be as predicted and it might seem the motion sensor is not working. 

However, most customers disable this feature. 

We recommend you configure the lights on the ground before you install them. Once its set up, unplug 

the lights, install them on the ceiling, and power the lights back on. The sensor will remember all the 

settings. There is no need to reset or restore the settings if you turn the power on and off 

Note: The Motion sensor safety function only allows the unit to dim down to 10% and it never shuts off. 



Sensor installation methodAttention

The distance between the inductor and the sensor is 4m wide;Recommended installation of sensor suction 

ceiling height 3-6m;Wall mounting height suggested 1-1.8m;

The remote controls the most remote distance 15 meters (in different places remote control distance will have 

the deviation)

Weight (including battery): 56.5g

Detection area

Hold-time 

Daylight threshold

Stand-by period

Stand-by dimming level

sensor sensor

15m

4m

Press “RESET” button, products with DIP switch will be 
controlled by DIP switches; otherwise all the setting will be just 
initial, that is 100% detection range,hold time 5S, no stand-by 
time and daylight threshold disabled.

Reset

Press “Auto Mode” button, the sensor starts to work and all 

settings remain the same before the light gets switched on/off.

Auto Mode

Scene Mode
Scene 
mode

Detection 
area

Hold-time 
Daylight 
threshold

Stand-by 
period

Stand-by 
dimming level

SC1 100% 30s 2Lux 1min 10%

SC2 100% 5min 10Lux 10min 10%

SC3 100% 10min 50Lux 30min 10%

SC4 100% 30min Disable +∞ 10%

Press the button “detection range” to set detection 
range as 100% / 75% / 50% / 10%.

Press the button “daylight sensor” to set daylight 
threshold as 2Lux / 10Lux / 30Lux / 50Lux/ 80Lux/ 
120Lux/ disable.
Note: Disable means light will be turned on once 
sensor detects movement, regardless of the ambient 
lux.

Press the button “hold-time” to set hold-time as  5s / 
30s / 1min / 3min / 5min / 10min /20min/ 30min .

Press the button “stand-by period” to set stand-by 
period as 0s / 10s / 30s / 1min / 5min/ 10min / 30min 
/ +∞.
Note: “0s” means no standby period; “+∞” means 
unlimited standby period.

Press the button “stand-by dimming level” to set the 
stand-by dimming level as 10% / 20% / 30%/ 50%.

The button “Test (2s)” is for testing purpose after commission-
ing.Pressing this button, the sensor goes to test mode(hold time 
is only 2s) automatically, stand-by period and daylight sensor 
are disabled. 
This mode can be ended by pressing "reset", “Auto mode”， 
"scene mode" or "hold time". The sensor setting is changed 
accordingly. 

HD02R
Standard remote control

Press the “ON/OFF” button, the light keeps permanently 
on or off.* Press “Auto Mode” , “RESET” or “Scene 
mode” buttons to quit from this mode.

ON/OFF
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1. When using ON/OFF button, the rest setting bottons don't work.

2. Press "Auto Mode", "scene mode" or "Reset" buttons before setting 
functions Detection Range,Hold time, Daylight sensor, Standby period and 
Standby dimming level. 

3.Press "Scence Mode" and choose one from the existing four scenes. 

4.When using the remote control, light flickers to show instruction received. 

5.Every change will be automatically saved.


